
Mrs Smith was a dedicated diarist. Throughout her long 
life she made time to record a few simple facts about her 
day. This has created a unique glimpse into the life Hilda 
lived: from telly programmes and dinner times, to places 
visited and key events in the village calendar. 

Mrs Smith’s Cottage Craft Worksheet
www.mrssmithscottage.com/news

How to:   Make a Weekly Diary

Just a few words a day build up a personal picture, 
capturing the everyday activities that it is so easy to 
forget. Our artist-in-residence Nicki Jarvis is keeping a 
daily diary in the style of Mrs Smith, making one per week 
by recycling old A5 envelopes. If you have an envelope to 
hand or a piece of A4 paper, we invite you to do the same!

You will need:
• A pair of scissors
• A sheet of paper

Tuesday 28 May 1958
“Cleaned pantry & tidyed up 
outside fence. Set runner 
beans, peas and transplanted 
lettuce. Knitting.”

Making the diary 

1. Take a piece of A4 paper 
(or an A5 envelope) carefully 
cut along the sides to open 
out into a flat sheet.

2. Fold the sheet in half, 
widthways.

3. Fold the sheet in 
half again.

4. Fold the sheet in half 
again. Press down the final 
folds firmly with finger or 
scissor handle to get sharp 
creases.

5. Then open out 
your paper until only 
the original half fold 
remains.

6. Take your scissors and 
cut along the central 
crease to the half-way 
mark.
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Continued…

How to:   Make a Weekly Diary

Sunday 29 January 2019
“A wet day, cleared up by pm. Lots of chores ticked off, including the bunny house. 
Went to Nick and Louise’s this evening. 11 expected but only Judy turned up (plus 
us) so lots of food and fun conversation – a good time. 

7. Open out your piece 
of paper and then fold 
it lengthways (the cut 
section will now be 
lying centrally along 
the fold line.

8. Hold the folded paper at each end and push together 
so that the cut section opens out like a diamond. 
Continue to push until the diamond has flattened and 
you have a 3-d paper cross. Now simply fold it flat so 
that each side has two folded ‘ears’ and then fold once 
more so that you have four ‘ears’ or pages.

Nicki stitches hers down the centre but this isn’t necessary. If you would like to add stitching 
simply take a needle and substantial thread (we’re using vintage rayon here) and knot it at 
one end.

Stitch along the spine of 
the booklet using running 
stitch.

When you reach the other end, loop your thread over the 
booklet edge and stitch inside the loop a couple of times to 
form a knot. Then cut off your thread.


